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“And why do you call Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ and

do not do what I say?

Everyone who comes to Me, and hears My words, and

acts upon them, I will show you whom he is like:

he is like a man building a house, who dug deep and

laid a foundation upon the rock; and when a flood

rose, the torrent burst against that house and

could not shake it, because it had been

well built.

But the one who has heard, and has not acted

accordingly, is like a man who built a

house upon the ground without any

foundation; and the torrent burst

against it and immediately it

collapsed, and the ruin of

that house was great.”

—Luke 6:46-49

Ryrie Study Bible nasb
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In heavily subdued hues, the country’s vegetation displayed the sleepiness 
that resounded in the sounds of the night. Gently rolling hills traveled 
like a shock wave, leading from an interstate highway down an old state 

road to a little town like millions of others around the country. Its inhabitants 
were locked behind doors, somewhat curious in towns this size, watching 
late-night talk shows—or the local station’s substitute—through heavy-lidded 
eyes that were hesitantly closing with more frequency, and remaining that 
way for longer periods of time.

There was bleakness about this town that somehow deepened the exist-
ing night, casting a pall over the sleepy town, depriving it of its fair share of 
moonlight. Nowhere in the small town of Shelton did it appear more dismal 
than on Cole Street, normally one of the more scenic streets—with its fine 
old houses, large lawns sloping high above the street, and tall old trees.

This dour covering decreased exponentially from its epicenter on Cole 
Street, a house that to all outward appearances was the same as its neigh-
bors. Eeriness hung about it like a security fence, its horrible charge fairly 
crackling in the night air. A quick feeling of dread invaded passersby, an 
awful terror held barely checked. It caused people to quicken their pace in 
its immediate vicinity—and animals, who sense the invisible world better 
than humans, to avoid it altogether.

Sinister shadows just below—or perhaps above—humankind’s level 
of perception came and went at a furious pace about the house. They were 
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the root of the escalating troubles and delighted in expanding their work 
throughout the town. A conglomeration of these things always hovered 
about the house, blotting out the stars and moonlight like a tiny black hole 
that could be glimpsed if people would have had the courage to stand in the 
yard and gaze skyward.

This density didn’t come about by accident. There was a purpose in-
volved—the establishment of a stronghold. If they were successful, their 
operations could be expanded to neighboring towns, perhaps states, and 
then...who could tell how far it would go? It was ambitious, but the timing 
was right. Society had cast aside the values that were passed down from 
previous generations. It hadn’t happened all at once; it was a very slow and 
long process. A change of mind here or there, a weakening of absolutes, 
more vocal opposition, and an increase in tolerance began to undermine 
foundations that had existed for centuries. With each successive generation 
the foundation continued to crumble. Now it was held in place by only a 
very few stalwarts whose resolve and knowledge were but fractions of their 
predecessors.

Emboldened by this atmosphere, these flagitious spirits struck hard us-
ing their principal weapon—promises that never would be kept, a coloring 
of the truth. In short—lies. Someone within had fallen for one of them, the 
lie of power and influence.

For many years they had cultivated this man. Slowly, with painstak-
ing care, they led him in increments down the path that would achieve 
their agenda. Well-placed rewards dulled his natural aversion to the more 
disgusting exercises that allowed their influence to grow alarmingly. By 
now they had gained so much influence that the man within the house was 
their unknowing slave. Despite his ignorance—or maybe because of it—he 
performed his duties well.

Over the past year Shelton had experienced such chaos that the entire 
town now went about their business in a daze, and the man inside was greatly 
responsible. Through the influence of the inky forms, this man instituted—for 
the benefit of the community—a center for youngsters in a vacant hardware 
store that was in the town’s original business section. It suffered the fate 
of so many inner cities, the block-long section, now abandoned and run 
down, had been taken over by streetwalkers, bums, and missions. This was 
the first attempt to “clean up” the area, and bring it back to life as a viable, 
productive portion of Shelton.

The center’s appeal consisted of one seemingly harmless game that 
was popular all over the country—Dungeons and Dragons. To safeguard 
its abuse, one of the town’s officers, Jimmy Collins—who later became the 
dungeon master—was placed as its director by Chief Keyes after the mayor 
assigned the police department the responsibility of overseeing the project. 
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It was relatively inexpensive, which fit well into the town’s budget, and all 
players agreed to go home when it closed at midnight. Those who violated 
that agreement forfeited their rights to play and were required to give twenty 
hours of community service for two weeks. A second infraction cost them 
ninety days, and a third was automatic jail time.

Unfortunately, this pilot project didn’t seem to have the desired effects 
on the crime rate. Since its inception, curiously, crime had risen steadily, 
though from all viewpoints it wasn’t attributable to the center or its partici-
pants. All the participants improved their past tendency to get in trouble 
with the law, but a small group of  ten young men went through a remarkable 
change in appearance and attitude. They went from being virtual delinquents 
to outstanding members of the community. It was a shining example of the 
success of the project under Jimmy’s direction, Keyes’ supervision, and to 
the mayor’s ultimate credit. This remarkable success prompted the town 
fathers to fund the project for another year.

Unknown to the public at large, a secret inner circle was developed from 
the players. This inner circle reported to Jimmy, who reported to a higher 
authority. It grew to a total of twelve, including the deputy, and was known 
to its members by the code name “S group.” Only Jimmy and the higher 
authority knew S group stood for Srevresnatas. The ten shining examples 
were in this group. Jimmy’s only failure was Billy Barnes. He dropped out 
of the group when they committed the first rape. It was the S group that 
was responsible for the crime wave that had the town afraid of their own 
shadows. But, of course, nobody outside the circle knew that.

The alarmingly increasing crime wave—graffiti, vandalism, slain ani-
mals of all kinds, burglaries, robberies, muggings, and rapes—kept the local 
authorities chasing their tails in an effort to stuff a genie inexplicably gone 
wild back into its bottle. The problem was, they didn’t know where the genie 
was—or even have its bottle!

One clue ran through all of these crimes. The words, or phrases—the 
law wasn’t sure which—were always in capital letters, and were plastered 
at every one of the scenes—Z3JUSI with the “s” and “i” consistently closer 
together than the rest, followed by five tally marks, then ATAZ was the most 
common. The second most common started with the five tally marks then 
ATAZ, then something resembling a horseshoe on its side with a broken end 
on top pointing to the first tally marks, followed by five more tally marks, 
then an I, then a greater-than sign pointing to another I. Least frequent, an-
other was left that didn’t appear nearly as complicated. It started with the five 
tally marks, followed by ATAZJIAH. Unfortunately, nobody knew what they 
meant. So, other than understanding that it could be one group, or perhaps 
competing gangs that were responsible, everyone was still a suspect.
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Because of these problems, anyone out this time of night was automati-
cally suspected of wrongdoing. The town was virtually under martial law! 
It was an inconvenience they were all willing to endure, but the effort was 
proving futile. Just yesterday, Chief Keyes and Charley discovered a derelict 
who was gutted and bled like hunters do an animal! It was driving the towns-
people crazy—and the conniving, shadowy beings laughed at their quandary. 
It was a gloomy time to be a resident in the town of Shelton.

Still, there was One who had watched this progress very carefully. One 
who could see the cryptic spiritual beings in their true form. One who could 
not be deceived. One who cared—even about this out-of-the-way, lost-in-
a-time-warp, insignificant little town and its people. One who could act. He 
made a decision....

(1)

The wind traveled the far reaches of this country, gently moving small objects 
toward its unknown destination. Trees shook with its passage, tall grasses 
waved, and bushes danced to its rhythm on its single-minded journey. It 
created ripples on ponds as it passed, breaking the smooth reflection of the 
fall moon like a finger mischievously marking a beautifully finished slab 
of concrete before it had a chance to harden. It left behind tiny swirls of 
dust on occasion, as if to draw brief attention to itself, then scattered them 
again like a fugitive covering his tracks. It blew across a lonely highway that 
seemed to stretch on forever, moving small pieces of trash and debris from 
one side to the other as if bored with its long trek and playing a silly game 
to pass the time.

Will pulled the hood of his tattered cloth jacket over shoulder-length, 
graying brown hair to stop it from slapping against his face while he con-
tinued to walk down old Route 66. The waving vegetation cheering him on, 
Will’s rhythmic stride continued unbroken despite the lulling sounds the 
wind played about his ears. Miles from anywhere, the moon and stars his 
only light, the man walked as if he had a destination in mind.

The blinding headlights of a car passing against him illuminated his 
bearded face, showing for the briefest moment lines etched by past experi-
ences unimaginable by those living in the normal world. He braced against 
the gust created by the passing car and took the opportunity to shift his 
backpack to a more comfortable position since he had to catch his hood 
anyway. Still he continued undaunted, his stride undisturbed. Hours he’d 
been walking this way, and hours more it would be before he decided it was 
enough. Only an occasional ride from a friendly motorist would break his 
solitude. On that lonely stretch of road, trudging through the dark, he could 
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have been one of the apostles of old traveling through the desert. At times 
on his journey, he wondered if this is what they felt like.

Walking effortlessly beside Will, wearing faded blue jeans and a sweat-
shirt covered by an old jacket, was a friend of many years. If anyone had 
seen him, he or she would have assumed he played professional basketball, 
or perhaps was a defensive lineman for a pro football team. His sheer size 
was intimidating. Will would have no trouble with ruffians while this guy 
traveled beside him.

There was a slight problem to that line of thinking: Will’s friend wasn’t 
always visible, and was rarely visible to Will—and never in his present form. 
Oh, Will knew Friend was there, he’d felt him many times—goosebumps 
raised on his body, an indescribable feeling of well being, or loving comfort 
surrounding Will like a blanket—but he’d never seen him. After all, Friend 
was an angel—to be more specific—Will’s guardian angel. His name really 
wasn’t Friend, but Will dubbed him that many years ago, and Friend didn’t 
see any reason to correct his charge.

Will turned his head to his right as though speaking to someone he 
could see, “You know, Friend, the good Lord could have given us trans-
portation. It sure would have made this trip easier. But I know He has His 
reasons. Keep up now. Don’t fall behind. We’ve got a lot of walking to do 
before we go to bed.”

Behind the angel’s blue eyes amusement danced at Will’s remarks. “If 
you walk any slower, I’ll have to start crawling.” Will was one of the few 
who could hear his kind a good part of the time.

“Well now, big guy,” Will smiled in the dark, “we wouldn’t want an angel 
of the Lord crawling, now would we? It wouldn’t look good for someone of 
your standing. OK, I’ll pick up the pace a little.”

(2)

It was a little after eleven, her children and husband already in bed, when 
Caroline Jones flipped to the next page. The 100-watt bulb from the lamp 
on the end table next to her husband’s recliner threw sufficient light to make 
reading comfortable. The burning logs magnified by the glass enclosure a 
few feet away on the wall to her left cast shape-shifting shadows from the 
TV, couch, and other furniture to the far ends of the room, almost imitating 
a seductive dance in a poorly-lit bar as well as radiating a wonderfully cozy 
warmth. The kitchen entrance danced with alternating periods of light and 
darkness, as did the entry hall to a much lesser degree. Caroline lounged 
deliciously on the overstuffed recliner, feeling a similar naughty satisfaction 
as a dog when it crawls up on the furniture in the absence of its master.
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Caroline was absolutely delighted by the discovery of this Christian 
novel. For far too long, authors of Christian books had belabored the do’s 
and don’ts in their readers’ lives without addressing any real entertainment 
needs. An avid reader, she dutifully read many of these books, but had to 
look to the secular authors to fulfill her need for good fiction. She had always 
loved becoming absorbed in a well-written story where she could enjoy an 
adventure from the comfort and safety of her own home. Now, she could do 
so without all the garbage that so permeated the secular areas. There wasn’t 
scandal or sex so meticulously described as to be embarrassing, or a filthy 
word every paragraph, or even the blood and guts. It was a good story, well 
told, with unashamed references to God and Jesus, and it was spiced with a 
message. It was good, clean fun, and she loved it.

She didn’t realize the interwoven message about spiritual warfare would 
come to life in the very near future. She was unaware her hand and eyes were 
guided in the bookstore, or how physically close she sat to an angel and a 
demon. She certainly couldn’t see Guardian sitting on her couch, or the dark 
form of Deception sprawled on the chair across the room in the quasi-dark-
ness. She didn’t even see the dark one’s red eyes regarding her hungrily, or 
as he turned them upon her angel, their contempt. She didn’t see as Decep-
tion rose from the chair, or see him spit a vile substance from his mouth at 
Guardian, or see him skulk down the hall toward the bedrooms. She did 
feel a momentary chill, but thought it was a draft and snuggled down in the 
recliner, moved her stocking feet closer to the fire, and kept on reading.

(3)

Steve Dillon’s medium frame sprawled across the couch between a container 
of dip and a bowl of chips. His feet rested on the beat-up coffee table to the 
left of a can of beer in his one-bedroom apartment. His shirt open and flung 
haphazardly to each side, a remote resting in his lap just below his T-shirt, 
Steve’s brown eyes were glued to a movie on one of the premium cable sta-
tions that he’d seen at least ten times before. After switching through all the 
channels, he’d decided it was still the best thing on.

Hands were massaging his shoulders, gnarled fingers working the kinks 
out and relaxing the man on the couch. Steve didn’t feel them directly, but 
he was getting involved in the movie, its villain-hero having just gutted one 
sleeping camper, moved blood covered toward another.

Steve talked to the television, “Better wake up, bud. He’s comin’ to get 
you now.” He shook his head as his warning went unheeded and the madman 
struck again. “Too late now, you just bought the farm.” Steve might have 
heeded his own words if he’d listened closely enough, for a short snicker 
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sounded behind him. Just like the sleeping camper, however, Steve was com-
pletely unaware how close danger lurked, or just how gruesome it was.

(4)

Bob Chafee tossed and turned beside his wife on their king-sized bed, his 
body keeping pace with what was going on inside his whirling dreams. Rarely 
did he have nightmares anymore, but this one was a doozy.

He was walking downtown in Shelton. He seemed to be in some kind 
of dense fog, but it was blacker than a fog. It resembled smoke, but it didn’t 
burn his eyes, nose, or throat. Occasionally, it seemed to move, as if there 
was something living inside that he was unable to make out. It was more 
the hint of a form, but he swore he saw wings on one of them. Bob couldn’t 
see more than a couple of hundred feet in front of him. He was just passing 
Shelty’s Pizzeria, up ahead a couple of stores was Melvin Porter’s Hardware, 
and on the fringe of his vision across the street, bright lights could only have 
marked The Melrose Theater.

Very few people were out and about, and those who were had very 
strange faces. It was almost as if they wore masks of some kind that kept 
changing, revealing glimpses of hideous creatures beneath the veneer of 
humanity. It was a startling transformation, like a chameleon that leaps 
from one area to the next, never staying long enough in one spot to decide 
what color to be.

Bob walked the length and breadth of Shelton, the fog always surround-
ing him, people continually shifting appearance. He walked into his church, 
Shelton Community. The pews were filled to overflowing; most of the people 
exhibited the same shifting phenomena. Curiously, it was the one place in 
the entire town that everyone he saw didn’t shift. It was only a handful, but 
their faces remained their own the entire time he was there.

As happens in dreams, the scene changed in the blink of an eye. If he 
hadn’t been standing on firm ground, he would have sworn he was in the 
sky. In front of him was something that looked like a huge thunderstorm 
reversed, billowing menacingly from the ground skyward, yet it was far darker 
than any storm cloud he’d ever seen. He was taken aback by the complete 
lack of light and dark shading. This thing had only darkness. One time he’d 
been in a cave deep in the earth when the tour guide had the lights turned 
off. This cloud reminded him of that experience. There was a difference, 
though; this cloud seemed to be alive. It shifted as if with some kind of 
purpose. Somewhat anti climactic, Bob realized the cloud was the fog he’d 
walked through earlier in the dream.

As he continued to watch, a figure walked into the fog. It receded from 
the figure, but Bob was too far away to make out who it was. The man, 
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at least it looked like a man to Bob, wore blue jeans and a tattered brown 
sweat jacket with a hood. Slung over his shoulders Bob could just pick out 
a backpack. With each step, the fog parted further to allow this person 
entry. He glowed faintly, the only light within the area except for the night 
stars directly over Bob’s head. The darkness lapped at the outskirts of the 
light like fire on the edge of water, hoping to devour the man at the earliest 
opportunity yet somehow afraid to get too close. The man turned his back 
on the fog and faced Bob. He made some kind of motion with his arm, as 
if inviting Bob to follow, then turned and entered the black void. The fog 
swirled about him as if he were a plant growing in a creek bed that has sud-
denly become a raging river.

Bob continued to watch, trying to understand what he was seeing. Oc-
casionally, he saw a bright flash within the void, like lightning flashing on 
a stormy night. Once the lightning took the shape of a huge sword, but was 
gone quickly. Still he watched the darkness, feeling he should help the man, 
but not knowing how. A strange feeling had built inside him that drew him 
toward the fog’s utter darkness. It had to do with helping the man, but at 
the same time, it didn’t. It was as if the man was really helping him and his 
town somehow, and Bob needed to be there with him. Not realizing why, 
he started walking toward the fog to find the man. As he did so, he began to 
feel a need to speak with the man that increased with each step he took. Still 
twenty feet away from the outer edges of the fog, a dark hand issued forth, 
coming straight for him! Bob froze in his tracks, but the need to talk with 
the man continued to increase within his being. The fog hand grew closer, 
causing Bob to retreat, a fear of danger overruling his need to find the man. 
The hand moved closer. Bob retreated faster, the hand followed—gaining 
on him. He broke into a run, the hand continued to close. He ran as fast as 
he could, faster than he’d ever run in his life, but the hand was nearly on 
top of him now. Straining, sweat pouring down his face, he struggled to get 
away from the hand without success. A slithery voice hissed, “You can’t get 
away! It’s useless!”

Bob knew the voice told the truth, but still ran, straining, exerting ev-
ery ounce of strength he could until the fingers started to close about him 
and darkness descended. All hope gone, his fate assured, Bob cried out in 
desperation, “Oh, God! Help me!”

There was a blinding flash and he stood in the dark. No, not just dark, 
pitch. More than pitch. He looked in front of him. He couldn’t see anything. 
No dim images, no faint lights, nothing. He looked to his right. Nothing. His 
left. Nothing. He knew he was standing because he felt the ground beneath 
his feet. He raised his right foot and stamped it. No sound, but he did feel 
his foot stamp something solid. It shook his body. He squatted and touched 
the ground in front of him. It was solid.
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Bob put his knees and right hand on the ground, then swept his left in 
a wide arc as far as he could reach. It all seemed solid. He must be standing 
on a rock or some hard dirt because he felt no grass or weeds, or anything 
remotely resembling vegetation. Bob sat up, his hands resting on his thighs, 
staring futilely into the darkness. He raised his left hand to his face, holding 
it within inches. He could see nothing. Was he blind? Was he inside the fog 
or somewhere else?

He slowly started moving straight ahead, feeling his way with his feet. 
He held his arms in front of him like the Frankenstein monster to protect 
himself. It was very slow going. The farther he moved, the more afraid he 
became of being lost in this void forever. If only he could see something, 
anything, to give him some kind of direction. Bob moved on, stumbling 
slowly forward.

He fell a few times, skinned his shins half a dozen, nearly walked off the 
side of a cliff, and did walk into a small tree that knocked him unceremoni-
ously on his bottom. All the while, the one direction Bob had not turned 
held hope. Behind him, far in the distance, was a tiny light.

After several more falls, and a run-in with a bush, Bob sat down to take 
a rest. He was getting used to operating in this soundless, sightless world, 
but still couldn’t figure out just where he was. What happened to the town? 
What happened to the man he’d started to follow? How could he get out 
of this mess?

Until he awoke, he didn’t realize he’d fallen asleep. He was stretched 
out on the ground. He lay there on his side in the quiet darkness, wondering 
whether he should get to his feet. The ground was uncomfortable, but why 
should he care? He’d traveled what he guessed to be miles, but still didn’t 
know where he was or where he was going. His plight seemed hopeless. 
Despondent and dejected, Bob rolled onto his back and stared at the star-
less sky. When would he wake up from this nightmare? Tears formed in 
his eyes and flowed down the sides of his face into his hair. He felt so alone 
and abandoned that he didn’t even bother to wipe them. Deep, painful sobs 
escaped from the depth of his soul.

From what seemed a great distance, he heard something. He couldn’t 
make it out, but it started to grow louder. He couldn’t stop crying long 
enough to identify it, but the voice was somehow familiar. Something was 
shaking him now. Was it his crying, or was it something else? Right now, he 
really didn’t care. The voice grew louder, someone was calling his name! Oh 
no, now what? Would he be taken somewhere else? No, the voice sounded 
concerned. It was his wife’s! He called her name, but nothing came out except 
sobs! Mary, Mary! Please get me out of here! His mind screamed the words, 
but his mouth only uttered sobs. His body was being shaken violently now. 
Was it an earthquake?
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Bent over her husband, shaking him violently, her sleep-disarrayed hair 
rocking about him like a tree blown in a thunderstorm, Mary yelled into her 
husband’s face. “Bob! Bob, wake up! Bob, open your eyes! Bob!” The sobbing 
that came from her husband made her heart wrench.

His mind answered, but only wrenching sobs came from his mouth. 
Open my eyes? Why? I can’t see anything, Mary. I think I’ve gone blind. 

“Bob! Wake up! You’re dreaming! Bob! Open your eyes!”
Yeah, he answered in his mind. It seems like that, doesn’t it?
“Bob! You’re dreaming! Open your eyes! It’s me, Mary!”
Oh, all right Mary, his mind answered, I’ll open them, but there’s nothing 

to see. Try as he might, Bob couldn’t open his eyes. He felt the tears running 
down his face. He tried to open his eyes, but the effort was incredible. Mary 
screamed at him again, then his face stung with the force of a blow. Violent 
shaking followed. Another blow. He was trying to open his eyes, then after 
what seemed to be an eternity, he succeeded.

Through watery eyes Bob saw Mary leaning over him, the lights in the 
room burning brightly, her thick dark brown hair sweeping his face and 
body with her movement, deep worry knitting her brows.

“Bob. Do you recognize me? Bob?”
Despite his own sobbing, Bob smiled into the face of his beautiful wife. 

She was a glorious sight. He reached up and pulled her to him. He moaned, 
“Oh, baby!” After catching his breath between sobs, “What a nightmare!” He 
closed his eyes again as Mary stroked the back of his hair and cooed loving 
words, gently rocking him back and forth.

(5)

In the basement of an unobtrusive two-bedroom house on Cole, a man was 
drawing circles of power with chalk on the floor in front of a finely built 
altar of marble. Atop the altar was a book of spells and incantations written 
in the old Babylonian tongue. It was a prized possession, passed down from 
generation to generation. Open next to it was a notebook—also old—written 
in English with diagrams and explanations of the spells. The man was wear-
ing a ceremonial robe that looked remarkably like the one Count Dracula 
wore in the movies—shiny black outside lined with just as shiny crimson. 
Underneath this, he wore a white robe with an insignia of a lion with mul-
ticolored light shooting from its eyes that encircled the beast in a type of 
rainbow effect. Beneath the robe, he wore normal street clothes.

Physically, he was moderately good looking, but not strikingly so, aver-
age height, an athletic build, and dark brown hair extending halfway down 
his ears. A grey hair showed here or there, but like most men, he ignored 
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them. He was short of forty by a few years, but close enough to have laugh 
lines etched on his face and the beginnings of crow’s feet around his eyes.

His eyes! They were the most unusual feature about the man. Seldom 
did he let them appear to others as dark and foreboding as they did now. 
There was a glow about them, an indistinct chaos, a craving, nearly madness 
for the power he was beginning to call forth.

He worked meticulously, drawing each circle and connecting line to the 
tiniest detail, occasionally going to the notebook to check the accuracy of 
his work. Rune after rune ran all around the floor in front of the altar. Some 
broken by space, some connected by curved lines, some ending so, some by 
straight lines, two by wavy lines, but always extending from the center circle. 
For nearly an hour he moved his chalk furiously about the concrete floor, 
being careful not to walk on or smudge any of the runes. Then he stepped 
over to the altar, spoke strange words, and slit the neck of a chicken with 
a ceremonial dagger, letting the blood flow into a polished silver goblet. 
He brought the blood around to the runes and traced around the marks of 
chalk with infinite care. Completing this, he disrobed and carefully folded 
his robes, less carefully put his street clothes in a pile, and stepped into the 
center circle carrying a small vial containing powder, the ceremonial dagger 
smeared with blood, and the goblet. He drank, letting part of the red liquid 
spill out the corners of his mouth and run down his face, then placed the 
vessel reverently at the point of the inverted star within the center circle. 
He raised the dagger and pointed to the four corners of the world—uttering 
strange words with each pause, then placed it between himself and the cup 
with the point out. He began to trace runes in the air after dipping his finger 
in the cup and calling spirits from the world beyond.

A change slowly began to come over the room. Dark forms floated in and 
linked up hovering over the runes on the floor. These things would change 
shape, first appearing as leathery humanoids with bat-like wings, then chang-
ing into a dark translucent shape that had a whip-like tail and appendages like 
wings with a torso of sorts connecting the two and a gaping mouth near the 
front that seemed to float in the air, then a shadow so dark that it obliterated 
all light. After several hours of calling these creatures, the man was within 
the inverted star of the center circle surrounded by absolute blackness. The 
only light came from the candles at the five points of the star.

The man then placed pictures of people, buildings, and houses of 
Shelton in front of him. He dipped the dagger into the cup and traced an 
eye carefully on each one, speaking the hex of misfortune. The last was the 
picture of a car, and he smiled evilly when he was through. He retrieved the 
vial and poured a small amount of powder in the cup, then on the candles. 
Immediately each candle erupted in a small explosion and billowed smoke. 
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He lit a match and dropped it in the cup, creating the last explosion. He sat 
and meditated, directing the forces he’d called to begin the curse. Slowly the 
room emptied of its pitchy occupants while he sat with an ugly smile on his 
face, sliding the blade of the knife slowly across his cupped hand.

(6)

The darkened telephone booth left the caller in shadows, his identity hidden 
to passersby as he spoke into the receiver. “That’s right, tonight...Yes, right 
around midnight...No, he probably won’t be back that soon.... Yeah....Yeah....
You got it. Listen, make sure the kid walks past before you leave the build-
ing...Yeah, make it fast but thorough. Don’t forget to leave the calling card....
no. Put Selurnatas this time...Yeah, it’ll confuse ’em even more. Remember, 
nothing outside disturbed. We don’t want it discovered too soon....Yeah, 
sneak out after you establish an alibi with your folks….Leave the back door 
in the alley open. And make sure everybody wears gloves, then burn ’em 
when you’re in the clear...then make the call—after you burn the gloves....
Yeah, that should provide more than enough cover. OK, that’s it. Do it right 
and he’ll be very pleased. You know what that will mean...that’s right.”

The caller hung up the phone with a twinkle in his eyes, shadows 
concealing him in this deserted area as he walked to his ride. When the 
door closed, the mysterious man muttered, “That oughta shake things up 
a bit!”

As he drove away, quite pleased with what was about to happen, some-
body might have noticed the bubble-gum machine atop his car. It didn’t 
really matter. There was no connection. Besides, he was one of the good 
guys. Who would suspect him?

(7)

John Keyes yawned behind the wheel of his ’88 Oldsmobile with the city seal 
on the side as he traveled Highway 66. He cranked up the stereo to hear his 
favorite country artist tell him what a rodeo was, and tapped the steering 
wheel in time to the music. A sign on his right told him it was only a few 
more minutes to Shelton. He nodded his head as if to answer that he would 
be able to make it now. These night drives were wearing him out. He was 
glad this would be the last one.

He shifted in the seat to get more comfortable and spotted something on 
the side of the road about a half-mile away. Squinting his eyes, it looked to 
be someone walking. “Pretty cool outside to be taking a little stroll,” he said 
to himself. He thought a minute, but couldn’t recall seeing any cars broken 
down on the way. “Well, I’d better see if the fella needs a little help.” So 
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saying, he pulled the car off the road just past the walking man and turned 
on his emergency flashers as he got out of the car.

He inquired, “Car broke down?”
Will smiled at him, but shook his head. “No. I’m afoot. Sure would 

appreciate a ride into town though.” He stuck out his hand in friendship to 
the driver, “Name’s Will.”

“Kind of a hard way to get around, ain’t it?” Chief Keyes looked him up 
and down. Trouble he didn’t need in his town, and people walking in this 
day and age usually meant trouble.

“Nah. Fresh air does me good. I am getting a little tired, though.”
“Got kin in Shelton?” 
“No, sir, I’m just passing through.”
“Where ya headed?”
“Well, sir, you might not believe this but...I don’t know.”
“Yeah...well now, mister,” Keyes looked at him in his tattered coat and 

worn blue jeans. He thought to himself, What we got here is another stinkin’ 
bum. He didn’t want a repeat of what happened this morning. He told Will, 
“We got laws about vagrancy and such in this town.”

Will flashed a smile. “No, sir, I’m not a vagrant.”
“Well the law states you’ve got to have visible means of support—which 

is certainly not apparent—or at least twenty dollars on your person.” Keyes 
stared at the man hard. “You got twenty dollars?”

“Yes, sir, I do. As a matter of fact, I have quite a bit more than that.” He 
pulled out a couple of checkbooks and opened them up so the chief could 
see they were traveler’s checks in twenties and fifties. He also showed him 
several current credit cards in the name of Will Nichols and his picture 
driver’s license, though he wasn’t driving a car.

Keyes looked at him strangely. Though he was still suspicious, the man 
did have means. It could be that he was somehow connected with the bum 
they found in pieces this morning. Keyes became more than a little curi-
ous. “If you’ve got a license, why don’t you drive a car? Looks like you’ve 
got enough money to afford one right here. Wouldn’t be no Cadillac, but 
it beats walking.”

“Apparently, it’s not necessary. If it was, Father would have provided 
one.”

A puzzled look appeared on Keyes’ face. “You still living off your father? 
At your age?”

“He provides all my needs, if that’s what you mean. It allows me to 
serve Him full time. It’s a great arrangement. That’s why you came along, 
you know.”
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Keyes didn’t quite understand the man’s last statement, so he let it 
go. “Yeah, well, seems to me like your father could provide you with a car. 
Listen, you want a lift into town?”

“That would be very nice, thank you. And if you don’t mind...give me 
directions to a local motel?”

Keyes climbed into the Olds and unlocked the passenger door before 
he answered this strange man. He signaled, pulled out, and proceeded into 
Shelton. Thoughts about this man sped through his mind, his face reflect-
ing the thoughts, but the wan lighting prevented Will from noticing. Keyes 
needed to check this guy out. He had a gut feeling this guy would bring 
trouble and he wanted to make sure he wasn’t wanted for something. He 
might have something to do with his current problems in town, though 
he doubted it—Keyes smiled —or maybe even escaped from some mental 
institution. Whatever, it was quite a coincidence that this guy was walking 
along this particular stretch of road on this particular night. Maybe he was 
just who he said he was, but one thing was for sure—with all that happened 
in the last year, Keyes was going to keep his eyes on him. Might as well try to 
get as much information as I can. “Your dad is named Nichols, too, I assume. 
What’s his first name? I didn’t see a junior on your license.”

“Oh, no. I’m sorry to have misled you. I wasn’t speaking of my biological 
father; he’s been dead for several years.”

Keyes head snapped to his right. “You call your boss father? What is 
he a priest or somethin’?”

Quite calmly, Will replied, “Well yes—in a way He is.”
Keyes knitted his eyebrows. “In a way? What does that mean? Either he 

is or he isn’t. There ain’t no in-between is there?” Keyes snapped his fingers. 
“Wait a minute, is he retired or did he quit or somethin’?”

“There have been many people say so, yes...but I assure you, He has 
not. As a matter of fact, I don’t think He’s ever been more active than He is 
right now.”

Very suspicious now of Nichols’ couched answers, Keyes asked, “So 
what’s this guy’s name?”

“God.”
Still not understanding Will’s response, the chief pressed, “Yeah, I’ve 

heard some of them say they were, too, but what’s his legal name?”
“He has quite a few.”
Jaw locked, lips pursed, and fingers gripping the steering wheel, Chief 

Keyes was getting angry now. This guy wasn’t giving him straight answers. 
“Uh, listen, Mr. Nichols...”

“Will.”
“Uh, yeah, Will. I’ve got to go by my office for just a minute, then I’ll 

run you over to a nice place to spend the night.”
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“No, please. That’s too much trouble. If you’ll just give me directions 
that’ll be a great help.”

“Nonsense. I insist. Besides, it wouldn’t look good for me to drop you 
off. If anything happened to you, how would I ever explain that?”

“Oh, don’t worry, nothing will happen.”
“Mr. Nichols, the place I’ll be sending you to won’t just take people in 

off the streets. I’ll have to accompany you.”
“OK, if you’re sure it won’t be an imposition. I’d really hate to put 

you out any more than you’ve been already. You’ve been very nice. Father 
chooses well.”

“Yeah, well, it’s no trouble at all.” The Olds pulled up in front of City 
Hall, a small brick building in the middle of an old town square. Age had 
cracked the sidewalk leading up to  the steps with edges missing from years 
of people wiping the mud off their shoes. The railings slanted outward from 
the steps only a few inches and the crack had been filled with tar to keep 
appearances from becoming too ratty. “Come on inside. It’s a little cool out 
here. You can wait at the desk. Simmons doesn’t have anything to do right 
now. He can get you a hot cup of coffee and maybe even supply some con-
versation if you’re not too picky.”

“A cup of coffee would be good about now,” Will responded after the 
pair closed the doors on the Olds. “And I’m sure Mr. Simmons is a fine 
conversationalist.”

The odd couple walked up the sidewalk, bent, buckled, in a few minor 
places broken, to stairs worn smooth with the treading of many feet. Standing 
on the landing, Will held the right of the double doors for the chief, noticing 
its ancient design and handle worn smooth. The chief returned the compli-
ment with the second set of doors that acted as a windbreak and temperature 
control. A soft scraping drew Will’s eyes to the door’s bottom, where he saw 
the flap of old rubber trying to hold the heat in and keep the cold out.

Will walked across the threshold, and through a short foyer into a fairly 
spacious front office on off-white veined tile with corners missing here and 
there. He couldn’t tell if it was ever plain white. The years gave it a yellowish 
cast. A dark Formica counter ran the length of the room from wall to wall 
with dark paneling underneath extending to the floor that had been cleaned 
enough that it was a slightly different shade than that on the wall. Despite 
their best efforts, some scuff marks remained. Behind him, a wooden bench 
originally stained to match the paneling that age darkened to a deeper shade 
ran from the far wall to within a foot of the foyer opening, then continued 
on the other side.

Toward the farthest end, though still a few feet from the wall, a half 
door showed clearly as it broke the Formica counter. It had no doorknob 
or latch on the outside. Chief Keyes reached over it and tripped something 
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then pulled it open and walked through responding to Simmons’ greeting. 
“How you doin’? This fella is Will Nichols,” he indicated with a wave of 
his hand. “How about gettin’ him some coffee?” He turned to Will, “Have 
a seat, I won’t be long. Simmons here can keep you company.” He turned 
back to Simmons, narrowing his eyes then cutting them to indicate Will. 
It was a signal to the officer to watch this character closely, listen intently 
to anything he said and report it back to the chief later. Simmons’ nod was 
barely perceptible. Keyes made his way past a few desks into a hallway leading 
to a maze of offices. They were hidden from the view of those on the other 
side of the counter by white painted glass spotted with taped papers too far 
away to read unless you had the vision of Superman.

Simmons brought the coffee to the desk where Will stood, a friendly 
smile on his face. Will looked the man over as he took the proffered cup and 
took a sip. He let the steam curl over his face, warming the wind-burned 
flesh before he drew in some of the hot liquid. He quickly took a second sip 
before letting out a satisfied sigh.

“Sure hits the spot. I can’t tell you how thankful I am for this fine cup 
of coffee.”

“No problem. Should be fresh, I just made it about ten minutes ago.”
“You have a gift for making coffee. It really is quite good.”
“Well, you can thank Mr. Coffee and Pauline for that. I just follow her 

directions and it always comes out good.”
“Pauline?”
“Yeah. She’s the day desk person. Sounds a little strange—that person 

thing—but, you know what with women’s lib and all that ya hear about 
harassment and the like, we’ve gotta be a little careful. Pauline don’t mind 
it or anything, but you never know when somebody’s gonna take offense at 
somethin’ ya say in ignorance.”

“Yes,” Will shook his head in empathy, “things have certainly gotten 
confused.”

“Now, that there’s an understatement if I ever heard one!” The telephone 
rang and Simmons held up his index finger as he told Will, “Excuse me.”

Will nodded and took another sip of his coffee, looking around the sta-
tion house at nothing in particular, trying not to intrude on the man while 
he did business. A tone in Simmons’ voice brought Will’s attention back to 
the man with a receiver stuck to his ear.

“Now, just calm down, Mrs. Simpson. Charley’s right over there by you. 
He’ll swing by in just a couple of minutes...Would ya like him ta come to the 
front door?...Nah, it wouldn’t be no problem...Sure, sure, he’d be glad to...
No, I don’t think you’re crazy...I don’t blame ya a bit for bein’ scared...No, 
ma’am. That’s what we get paid for...Yes, ma’am. You sit tight now ’til Charley 
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gets there...That’d be fine, ma’am. Sit there by the phone. That’s probably a 
good idea...Yes, ma’am...A couple of minutes, yes. Goodbye.”

Officer Simmons rolled his chair to the right where Will noticed a radio 
against the wall. It was an old-style radio with the big metal microphone 
with slits in it. His coffee sitting on the counter in front of his arms, Will 
paid only cursory attention to the man’s actions.

Simmons turned up the volume and Will heard the crackly sound of 
static until he pressed down the button on the radio and spoke into the 
microphone louder than he had to, “Unit five, unit five.”

“Five here.”
“Yeah, Charley. You’re gonna have ta swing by the old Tyler place and 

give it a look-see. Seems Mrs. Simpson is hearing noises. It’s probably nothin’, 
but she’s kinda shook up.”

“That’s the fifth one tonight.”
“Yeah, I know. ’Pears we got a buncha Nervous Nellies. Wouldn’t be a 

full moon out there, would it?”
“No, but somethin’ weird’s goin’ on.”
“That’s a big 10-4! Let me know when ya get outta tha car.” A break in 

the static was Simmons’ answer. He turned the volume down again, reducing 
the loud crackle to a soft sputter.

Will spoke in the semi-silence. “Busy night tonight?”
A puzzled look showed on Simmons’ face as he responded, “Yeah, it 

is. Strange. This is usually the quietest night of the week. Go figure.” He 
shrugged his shoulders, then asked, “How’s that coffee doin’? Need another 
cup?”

Flashing a smile, Will nodded his head in affirmation. “I could sure use 
one. Please. I’m just about to get warmed up.”

Chief Keyes spoke gruffly into the phone resting atop a battle-scarred 
desk of dark wood. “Well, thanks anyway. If you hear anything on this guy let 
me know.” He cradled the receiver gently in its hook, consternation deepen-
ing the wrinkles in his forehead and the lines around his mouth. He spoke 
to two beaten-up black plastic chairs, the padding on their sides beginning 
to split from use, sitting on the opposite side of his desk, “Nothing with the 
state, N.C.I.C a blank so far, Metro a zero, not even an outstanding parking 
ticket! I can’t believe this guy is that clean. I ain’t ever been this wrong about 
somebody. Somethin’s up with this guy, but I’ll be hanged if I know what 
it is.” As if in answer to a question only he could hear, “But I’ll find out. It 
may take me some time, but I will find out. I got a feelin’ this guy and I are 
gonna become very well acquainted.”

The worn books on the floor-to-ceiling shelves behind him watched 
over his shoulder as he stared blankly at the painted white wall of his  office. 
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The door shut, this was his one place in the entire world that he could have 
complete and absolute isolation. Piles of paperwork overflowed their bins on 
his desk, not quite spilling over enough to reach the desk itself or the calen-
dar blotter that had numbers, names, and doodles in nearly every available 
space. Keyes began his thinking ritual, turning his desk pen over and over 
by pushing it up through his fingers from the blotter then turning it over 
and doing it again. Two florescent overhead lights would have given him 
more than enough light, but Keyes rarely turned them on this late. Instead, 
he preferred to turn on the old-fashioned desk lamp and let it penetrate only 
a portion of the room’s blackness.

Keyes didn’t realize this was an invitation to something he didn’t want. 
For all he knew, he was completely alone with his thoughts. That is, until 
the standing ashtray between the worn plastic chairs tipped, making a tinny 
scrape against the floor.

“Great,” he said aloud, “now I’m gettin’ jumpy!” With that declaration 
of false bravery to the eeriness he felt just now, Keyes shoved his chair back, 
turned off the light, and walked out of his office. He didn’t hear the snicker 
as he closed the door, but he did hear the ruckus coming from the desk. 
Screaming—a woman’s —took his mind off anything else.

Training in first the Marines, then at Metro, gave him the ability for 
hurried caution. His 9mm was in his right hand as he grasped the knob to the 
door separating the offices from the desk area. He knew only Simmons was 
out there and didn’t want to be taken by surprise. He inched the door open, 
peering through the crack to assess the situation before making his move.

“Help me! You’re paid to protect us, so do it! Keep them away from 
me!” the thirty-five-year-old mother of two shouted. “Get them to leave me 
alone!” The woman pointed to empty air with an avid gesture while trying 
her best to squeeze herself along with her children through the grain in the 
wood of the partition separating them from Simmons. “I don’t want them 
around us! Arrest them!” Gloria pleaded, eyes made wild with fear, strands 
of dark brown hair that had broken loose from the clip at the base of her 
neck flying about with her turbulent motions, while she clutched the two-
year-old in front of her on the counter and kept the four-year-old—clutching 
her mother’s leg in horror—pinned against the paneling below the counter. 
“Do something!”

Simmons, baffled by this crazy woman’s ranting, scrutinized the area in 
front of his desk repeatedly, open mouthed, without seeing a thing. “Calm 
down, Mrs. Staton! You’re safe here. Nobody will hurt you.” He laid his 
hand on the woman’s arm reassuringly and smiled as kindly as he could, 
given the circumstances. Though she didn’t jerk, her eyes remained wild 
with fright and her body tensed as if ready to spring. “Now tell me who’s 
bothering you.”
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“They are!” Gloria pointed with vengeance at the empty air.
As nicely as he could, Simmons gestured to the same area but his 

words got stuck somewhere between his brain and his mouth for a moment. 
“There’s nobody there.”

“Don’t you see them?” She whirled around like a panther protecting 
itself from a pack of dogs. “They’re right there! Are you blind? There’s three 
of them standing right there laughing at you! They’re hideous, licking their 
lips like that!” She was shaking hysterically now, her back to Simmons. “Make 
them go away! Please! Do something!” The three dark forms, visible only to 
Mrs. Staton, would occasionally glance cautiously in Will’s general direction 
as if expecting him to step in any minute, a twinge of fear in their eyes.

During Gloria’s outburst, the chief had made his way unnoticed to the 
screaming woman’s side. He took both her hands in his and hung on for 
dear life as she jerked like a dog being leashed for the first time. She stopped 
struggling for a moment from his raised voice, but there was no recognition 
in her glazed eyes. He shook her roughly a couple of times. “Gloria! Gloria! 
It’s me! Chief Keyes! You’ve got to calm down!”

Slowly her eyes showed the remembrance of a familiar face. The terror 
was still there, but her reason had come to the fore holding it temporarily 
at bay. Tears welled in her eyes. “John! John, you’ve got to help me. Please, 
John. Make them leave us alone.” Her face glistened as the tears flowed down 
her cheeks and splattered on the floor between them.

Will, taken completely by surprise at this event, stood behind Gloria 
and her kids next to the wall with his hand still around the cup of coffee 
Simmons had given him moments before Mrs. Staton burst through the door 
and started this mess. His expression mirrored Simmons’—utter bewilder-
ment. Will’s heart ached for the woman with her back to him. He wanted 
to go to her, comfort her, take away all her fears, but he didn’t know how. 
He did the only thing he knew at this moment. He closed his eyes, took a 
deep breath, and prayed. “Father, this woman is suffering. I come to You for 
direction. Please let me see what is tormenting her so I may be able to help, 
and give me the wisdom to know how. In Jesus’ name I ask these things.” 
Will waited for an answer.

A mighty hand reached around Will’s face while another nudged his 
shoulder. Will opened his eyes in time to see the hand grasp the fabric of 
reality and begin to draw it away as if it were a curtain. The arm strained 
mightily as the fabric, though grudgingly, gave way—opening like a stuck 
curtain on a window. The hand continued to peel back layers of the fabric 
while Will watched.

From Will’s point of view, the first layer was reality, the next reality 
overlaid with indiscernible forms. With each successive layer, reality became 
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more of a shadow and the overlay became clearer until finally, the hand 
obviously straining with the job, the overlay became clear.

Staring at him, with what could only be described as whirling eyes, were 
three hideous forms! One was an ugly giant bat-like creature gnarled and 
spindly like something out of a monster movie. Another hovered in the air 
looking like a living stealth bomber. It had wings of a sort extending to either 
side that rippled as if it were moving in water not air, a tail that looked like a 
long cable narrowing the farther away from the main form it got with barbs 
at its end, and a slobbering, gaping mouth below eyes placed on mandibles 
that hooked around like a mustache. The third, whose color was so dark that 
the color black would have been considered an albino, looked almost like 
someone’s shadow flattened out. Its eyes were striking because they were 
the same color as the other two—deep red.

Though he didn’t wish to do so in public very often, Will knew what he 
had to do. He stepped between the distraught woman and the threatening 
forms and spoke aloud, pointing his finger at what appeared to be empty 
air to Keyes and Simmons. He spoke very sternly, but in a conversational 
tone. “In Jesus’ name, I command you demons to leave these people alone! 
Be gone and don’t come back!”

The hand holding back the veils that had traveled with him as he moved 
released its burden. Will wasn’t allowed to see what happened in the next 
millisecond. Friend, empowered by God in answer to Will’s prayer, drew 
his sword so fast that even if the man had been watching him it would have 
seemed to appear by magic. Bright light burst from the sword, a representa-
tive of the power and purity of God carried by his angels, and bathed the 
demons standing before him. They shrank away from it quickly, hearing 
Friend’s warnings to leave them all alone, and felt its fiery heat as Friend 
sliced the air, leaving a burning reminder of God’s power on their backsides 
as they fell over each other in their haste to leave.

An intensely bright light burst in front of Will’s eyes and stunned him 
for a second, then things in front of him were back to normal. He turned 
to tend to the woman and she hugged him as if he were a long, lost friend, 
tears this time of happiness streaming down her face and wetting his jacket, 
words of praise and thanks tripping over themselves in the rush to exit 
her lips, as she dragged him closer to herself and her kids, huddling in his 
protection, safe at last. Keyes and Simmons looked on in stunned disbelief 
as the woman they’d known for years kissed and hugged a bum from only 
God knew where.

Will took her by the hand and guided the family over to the bench 
while speaking to the officer. “Mr. Simmons? Do you suppose you could 
spare another cup of coffee for this fine lady?” He raised his head to look 
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upon the chief’s gaping face. “Would you mind bringing it over here, Chief? 
I’d be much obliged.”

Will turned his attention back to the distraught woman who still clung 
to him like a puppy....


